Caring for your lumber after the cut
Air drying basics

So your log has been cut into lumber, now what? Your lumber is an investment and protecting that
investment depends a lot on what you do after your log has been processed into lumber. These steps are
critical in determining the quality of the final product. Care must be taken too properly stack and sticker
the lumber so that moisture can be removed from the wood. What is a sticker you ask? This article will
explain that and hopefully everything else to get you pointed in the right direction towards caring for
your lumber after the cut.
After a log is cut into lumber there is still a lot of moisture in the wood. Most of this moisture will
eventually leave the wood through evaporation. As this moisture leaves, the wood will react by shrinking
in width and thickness and can develop cracking and warp. The good news is most of these effects can be
minimized if care is taken during the drying process. Picture a kitchen sponge. When the sponge is
soaked with water (freshly milled log) it is heavy and at its largest size. As the sponge is left to sit on the
counter, water will slowly leave the sponge reducing the weight and the size as a result. Rough sawn
lumber is an investment that returns a reward over time. If wood is hastily dried then the return will be
greatly diminished with much less yield. If care is taken during this step the rewards can pay great
dividends at a fraction of the cost that it would have taken to purchase the lumber at a lumberyard.
Drying lumber is a science and much has been written about it. This information sheet is only meant to
be a starter and to get you pointed in the right direction and hopefully decent results.
Basics of drying lumber
Now let’s talk about some of the things you will need to dry your lumber.
1. Flat spot with good air circulation where you can stack the lumber undisturbed for a long time.
2. Lots of stickers. Stickers are flat thin strips of wood evenly placed between each layer of lumber used
to promote air circulation between boards when stacked. They are usually 1’’x 1’’ thick pieces of wood.
3. Solid Foundation- I use cinder blocks for this but it could be a lot of different things such as wood
cribbing/beams or any other solid platform that can raise the stack off the ground. Direct ground contact
is not advised because the wood will draw moisture from the wet ground like a wick.
4. Tarp or top cover material-Not necessary but I find it beneficial if used properly.
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Pick and area that has good air circulation and where the
lumber can be stacked for a long period of time without
disturbance.
Start with a flat surface preferably outside (ground or
concrete pad/blocks)
You will need to elevate the lumber off of the surface at
least 6 inches (preferably more). I find a standard
cinderblock works well for this. Place the foundation
supports at least every 36 inches so that the stack will be
supported well.
Take your time making a flat and solid foundation! Once the
foundation is established place a sticker on top of each foundation
support. The first board in the stack will go on top of these stickers.
It is important to place the stickers on each consecutive row in line
with the sticker supporting the board below it. The weight of the
entire stack should be supported in a uniform sticker line and down
into the supports. It’s also a good idea to place a stickers within the
last couple of inches of both ends of the lumber stack. This can help
to prevent the worsening of end checking (splitting lengthwise). The
rest is pretty straightforward. Continue repeating this step until the
whole log or stack of lumber has been stacked. Too many stickers
will not allow the air to circulate through the stack. Not enough stickers can allow the lumber to sag
between stickers making warped lumber.
The next part is optional but I personally use a tarp or metal
roofing to cover the stack from the elements on the top
ONLY. I cannot stress top only enough. The whole goal if
drying lumber is to allow the moisture in the wood to
slowing leave the lumber until the lumber neither gains or
releases moisture any more. If you cover the lumber
completely, the air cannot release the moisture and the wood
will develop mold and eventually rot. At this point in the
process, you can weight the stack with something heavy or
use ratchet straps to draw the pile tightly together. It’s
important to place the weight or straps only where the
stickers are located in the pile so that you do not introduce
warp or deflection to the stack. The last step is to wait.
Lumber takes time to air dry properly. You don’t want to rush this step, or the results may be poor. It’s
good to check on the stacked pile from time to time and make sure straps are re-tightened and the
foundation did not settle. Patience will be required before you can build that project you had envisioned
in your mind. Soon enough the lumber you had forgotten about and stacked months ago will be ready for
use!
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